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Abstract: This  project  presents a method  of  improving  the  generation of  electric  power  using  a  novel  design of  wind  

turbine  blade. We built an energy storage system and damping oscillator in the system in order to avoid mechanical 

oscillations. The majority of turbines  designed  for  horizontal  type  but  we approach  vertical  axis  wind  turbine  to  

achieve the rated power at low  wind  flow at a speed of 18m/s -  20m/s.  We designed the blade in Darrieus model, the uplift 

runner. Darrieus model is to avoid lift aerodynamic force experienced by turbine blades while rotation. The super capacitor 

stores the generated power act as an energy storage system (ESS).Energy Storage System (ESS) also compensate the sudden 

active power deficit when the generator does not satisfy the load demand. The DC-DC converters which remove unwanted 

noise and regulate constant DC voltage. Regulated DC voltage can be stored in super capacitors. In this project the dc 

voltage is given to the inverter. The inverter which converts dc voltage to AC voltage can be given to the transformer. From 

the transformer the power can be supplied to the load. The Arduino is connected to know how much power is generated 

and alter the input wind power. 
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  I.INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by aggressive sustainable energy policies, renewable energy is supplying a large amount of electricity demands in modern 

power systems. We designed wind turbine that can be used for domestic energy generation purpose.   Vertical Axis Wind Turbine 

(VAWTs) can be packed closer together in wind farms, allowing more in a given space. We designed it in Omni directional. The 

design allow wind turbine to capture wind from all direction but continue spinning in single axis. Vertical Axis Wind Turbine 

(VAWTs) in Darrieus type is used to produce electricity from wind. It includes the uplift runner, lift aerodynamic force to rotate. 

The wind blades are connected to the shaft parallel in H shape. The Darrieus type not experiences much drag as savonius turbine. 

The super capacitor stores the generated power act as an energy storage system (ESS).Energy Storage System (ESS) also 

compensate the sudden active power deficit when the generator does not satisfy the load demand.  Super capacitors can store more 

energy compared with capacitors and also supply higher power than batteries. The energy stored in super capacitor remains same 

more than 10years. The stored energy is given to the boost converter which increases the voltage. Both the input and output of the 

boost converter are DC. The output of the boost converter is given to inverter. The inverter which converts the dc input to ac output. 

The obtained ac output can be given to the transformer. The transformer connected here is step down transformer which increases 

the current and decrease the voltage. The transformer connected on distributed side can give to the load. The Arduino is connected 

to the pwm driver which calculates how much power is generated from wind. 

II EXISTING SYSTEM 
In existing system, the horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) is come up with two blade model. Wind turbine generator is symbolled 

with fatigue, aerodynamic, structure, turbulence (FAST) code to point out the mechanical interaction in the wind energy system. A 

damping controller is augmented to the inertial control to subdue severe mechanical oscillations in the shaft and tower of the turbine 

during frequency supports. Super capacitor Energy Storage System (ESS) is carry through to support temporary frequency dip and 

to store the power withdraw from the wind turbine. Energy storage system in the wind turbine generator put together act as a multi-

energy generation power plant. The altering of mechanical energy into electrical energy is in a controlled manner. 

Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram of existing system. 

 

Figure 1.1 Existing System 
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1.1.1 Flaws in Existing System 

1) Cost for construction and operation is high 

2) Power generation is less 

3) 10% turbulence intensity occurs in high wind speed regions 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In proposed system the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWTs) is designed with new dimension and alters the shapes of turbine blades 

to increase efficiency. These turbines can Operates at wind capacity of 18m/s-20m/s. The turbine blade is fixed in Omni-directional. 

Super capacitor included for energy storage system and reduces the secondary frequency dip (SFD). All the parts of the wind turbine 

have been fabricated with low cost indigenous material. 

IV WORKING 

The wind blades fixed in Omi direction which doesn’t depend on the direction of wind flow. It can rotate continuously in low wind 

speed. When wind flows, due to Aero dynamic force occur in the wind blade the wind energy is generated. The force of wind the 

lift is stronger than drag which causes the rotor spin. The rotor is connected with input of the generator which converts mechanical 

energy into electrical energy. The output energy is stored in the super capacitor act as battery. The power stored in the battery is 

given to boost converter which increases the voltage. The dc voltage is transmute into ac voltage by the inverter. That ac voltage is 

given to the distributed transformer. The distributed transformer connected here is step down transformer which increase voltage 

and decrease the current. From the transformer the power is delivered to load. The PWM driver is connected to the generator to 

control the speed and average voltage. Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of proposed system. 

 

Figure 4.1 Proposed System 

i) Vertical power generation: In this block the kinetic energy of wind is converted into electrical energy. The gear system and 

coupling is attached to control the rotation of the turbine blades. . This paper attempts in development of 100 W wind turbines with 

locally available material. All the parts of the wind turbine have been fabricated with low cost indigenous material. Figure 4.1.1 

shows the turbine blade model. 

 

Figure 4.1.1 Turbine model 

ii) Battery: The generated power is stored in battery. The battery used here is super capacitor. It can store dc power. The energy 

which remains there up to 10 years after that it starts discharging. Its normal charge storage capacity about 3000Farad. Figure 4.1.2 

shows the battery. 
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Figure 4.1.2 Battery 

iii) DC-DC converter: The converter which removes harmonics and regulates constant dc voltage. We use SZ-BT07CCCV dc 

boost converter. . In this project we are using boost converter. It has a input voltage about 10-32V and the output voltage be more 

than 35V. Figure 4.1.3 shows the boost converter. 

 

Figure 4.1.3 Boost converter 

iv)  Inverter: The inverter which converts dc input to ac output. Here we are using 100W dc to ac mini inverter. It can convert 12v 

to 220v. Figure 4.1.4 shows the inverter.  

 

Figure 4.1.4 Inverter 

v) Transformer: The transformer connected here is step down transformer. It increases the voltage by decrease the current. The 

transformer connected in the distributed side. Figure 4.1.5 shows the step down transformer. 

 
Figure 4.1.5 Step down transformer 

vi) PWM driver: The PWM driver is connected to the generator to control the speed and average voltage. By using this driver the 

average voltage can be controlled by varying the width of the positive pulse. Figure 4.1.6 shows the pwm driver. 

 

Figure 4.1.6 PWM driver 
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vii) Arduino uno: The Arduino is connected to the pwm driver which calculates how much power is generated from wind. Here 

we are using Microchip ATmega328P to calculate the power stored in the battery and control the pwm driver. Figure 4.1.7 shows 

the Arduino atmega328.  

 

Figure 4.1.7 Arduino ATmega328 

HARDWARE REQUIRED 

 Wind turbine blade setup 

 Gear system and coupling 

 Battery  

 DC-DC converter 

 Inverter 

 Transformer 

 PWM driver 

 Arduino uno 

SOFTWARE REQUIRED 

   Matlab Simulink software 

V OBJECTIVES 

1) Generating localized electricity. 

2) Focus on simplicity and reliability. 

3) To maximize electricity production. 

VI HARDWARE SETUP 

 

VII SIMULATION DIAGRAM 

Fig 7.1 shows the simulation diagram of the vertical axis wind turbine.  

The simulation diagram consist of inverter block, converter block and wind system block. 
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Figure 7.1 simulation diagram 

VIII RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

   Fig8.1 shows the simulation output of the vertical axis wind turbine setup. The harmonics are removed and generate a regulated 

dc output 

 

Figure 8.1 simulation output 

ADVANTAGE 

1) Equipped with low-speed blades, lessening the risk to people and birds 

2) Turbine doesn’t have to face the right wind direction 

3) Scalability 

4) Function in extreme weather 

 

APPLICATIONS 

1) Home appliances 

2) Industrial purposes 

3) Light application in hills and slope areas 

4) Wind pumps, wind battery charges, wind electricity generators 

IX CONCLUSION: 

Wind energy is an excellent alternative to burning fossil combustibles. Cost comparison shows producing electricity by wind is 

relatively cheaper than other renewable energy sources. This project is about the power generation by using the renewable energy 

resources at enormous cost. This wind setup can be fixed easily in rooftop and can be maintained periodically. This will help to 

meet the power demand. Micro wind turbine is very much feasible. The power generation is sufficient to run the home appliances, 

if more power generated can be stored in battery for future use. The wind farm setup can supply power to the grid. 

X FUTURE SCOPE: 

  Although the final products were very successful at accomplishing the objectives, it must be kept in mind that the efficiency of 

the wind turbine is only 50%. The turbine blade is manufactured through several materials can improve the speed of rotation and 

also increase the efficiency. The use of surface mount components would dramatically decrease the overall size of the components. 

The cost can be reduced by reducing the size of the component and can also easily maintain. 
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